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reflections from ABROAD

1. Southpoint Cliff Jumping  //  2. 
Howth, Dublin, Ireland from the 
ȂŽŘȃ ƩŰ Ĭ ŊŸŘĬǌ âȉĬƞ !ŽǏ ȵŽűŸǣ  ʑʑ  

3. Cliffs of Moher, Ireland

SARAH KEIR ’18
Dublin, Ireland
University College of Dublin
Summer 2016{ 

dǏƩƜ ǣŸŘ ȴǏǗǣ ǣŽƜŘ q ȃŘƞǣ ǣƩ LǫǏƩǌŘʆ q ƐƞŘȃ q 
wanted to study abroad while in college. Turning 
my dream into a reality was an experience of a 
ƓŽŰŘǣŽƜŘʋ DǫǏŽƞű Ɯȉ ȴǏǗǣ ǣǏŽǌ ĬŉǏƩĬőʆ q ŰŘƓƓ Žƞ ƓƩȂŘ 
with Ireland. The people were kind, the country 
itself was absolutely beautiful, and the culture 
always ensured a good time was had by all!

Studying abroad in Ireland was a truly amazing 
ŘȈǌŘǏŽŘƞŊŘʋ q ǗǣĬȉŘő Žƞ Ĭƞ ƩƞʞŊĬƜǌǫǗ ĬǌĬǏǣƜŘƞǣ 
with 11 other individuals. I made lifelong friends 
from all across the U.S., Europe and Australia just 
from my housing. University College of Dublin is 
a massive university so I was able to experience 
a different style of learning than the small setting 
Ĭǣ âĬƜĬǌƩʋ q ŸĬő ǣŸŘ ƩǌǌƩǏǣǫƞŽǣȉ ǣƩ ǣĬƐŘ ȴȂŘ 
courses, all of which transferred back to classes I 
needed to graduate. I even received 25 credits for 
it all, putting me ahead of the game.

One of the classes I took led to me traveling 
ǣŸǏƩǫűŸƩǫǣ qǏŘƓĬƞőʋ ÷ŸŘ ȴŘƓő ǣǏŽǌǗ ĬƓƓƩȃŘő ŰƩǏ 
me to see sites of Ireland I might have otherwise 
overlooked. I also joined an International 
Students Society which allowed for even more 
affordable travel throughout the country. 

During my stay, I visited nine other countries and 
went to 11 major cities. I saw people from around 
ǣŸŘ ȃƩǏƓő Ĭƞő q ĬƜ őŘȴƞŽǣŘƓȉ ŰŘŘƓŽƞű Ĭ ƓƩǣ ƜƩǏŘ 
ȃŘƓƓʞǏƩǫƞőŘő Ĭƞő ŽƞőŘǌŘƞőŘƞǣ ƞƩȃʋ ¯ȉ ŰĬȂƩǏŽǣŘ 
part about the traveling, aside from3()600g1n9 (t ab3191013F01A5een19106 (elin(.333 TD
d)ss301lbulhoum ar)1s301chsitc)-06 (eb 10)d.e and 
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reflections from ABROAD

MARAL TEZCAN ’18
London, England
CIEE Global Institute
Summer 2016{ 

Visiting England was a lifelong dream of 
ƜŽƞŘʆ ƩƞŘ ǣŸĬǣ ȃĬǗ ȴƞĬƓƓȉ ŰǫƓȴƓƓŘő ȃŸŘƞ 
I studied as an International Business 
major in London. Spending my summer of 
sophomore year in the City of Dreams was 
the best academic decision I have made 
since attending Ramapo. While sightseeing 
at locations such as Buckingham Palace, 
Westminster Abbey, Stonehenge and 
Kensington Palace, I learned valuable life 
lessons and made memories that will last 
a lifetime. The city of Bath was my favorite 
ǌƓĬŊŘ ǣƩ ȂŽǗŽǣ ĬǗ Žǣ ƐƞƩȃƞ ŰƩǏ ŽǣǗ âƩƜĬƞʞ
built baths and similar appearance to Italy 
with Georgian architecture. 

÷ŸŘ ŊƓĬǗǗ q ǣƩƩƐ Žƞ ¥ƩƞőƩƞʞʞ<ǏŽǣŽǗŸ 
<ǫǗŽƞŘǗǗ Žƞ Ĭ LǫǏƩǌŘĬƞ =ƩƞǣŘȈǣʞʞȃĬǗ 
extremely fascinating especially in light 

of the Brexit of the European Union. As 
a result of Brexit, the value of the pound 
őǏƩǌǌŘő ǗŽűƞŽȴŊĬƞǣƓȉ ȃŸŽƓŘ q ȃĬǗ ĬŉǏƩĬő 
from about $1.50 to $1.30, in which 
has been the lowest since 1985. The 
pound losing its value was great news 
for Americans in London (as a shopping 
spree came to mind) but a disaster for 
the citizens of the UK as the value of their 
money was deteriorating. 

I also was fortunate to visit other cities 
in Europe during my time abroad. These 
cities included Prague, Czech Republic and 
Paris, France. Both cities were breathtaking 
and full of history and elegance that I am 
thankful to have had the chance to see 
ȴǏǗǣŸĬƞőʋ êǣǫőȉŽƞű ĬŉǏƩĬő ǣĬǫűŸǣ ƜŘ 
that there is so much more to the world 
and one must go out and explore life. My 
advice to students studying abroad is to 
experience as much as possible, speak to 
locals, and soak up each new exciting place 
one day at a time.

LONDON CALLING:

City of  Dreams







~
Shuli Jiang China •

Sushant K C Nepal •

Ruby Karki Nepal •

Anamika Khanal Nepal •

Anurag Khanal Nepal •

Jivan Kharel Nepal •

Nischal Khatri Nepal •

Siyoung Kim South Korea •

Zin Me Ko Burma ••

Sashka Valerieva Kotzeva Bulgaria •

Sujil Maharjan Nepal •

Patricio Jose Mejia Nelson Honduras •

Stanislav Minev Bulgaria •

Bibhash Mulmi Nepal •

Maria Georgieva Nenkova Bulgaria •

Ivaylo Ivaylov Nenovski Bulgaria •

Vivek Pandey Nepal •

Manasbi Parajuli Nepal •

Dipalben Bhaktdas Patel India •

Santosh Paudel Nepal •

Georgi Plamenov Petkov Bulgaria •

Ingyin Moe Phyu Burma •

Sarwajaya Bahadur Prasai Nepal •

Karina Rampal India / Saudi Arabia •

Amish Regmi Nepal •

Bishal Regmi Nepal •

Rajat Sainju Nepal ••

Vidupa J. Samarasinghe Sri Lanka •

Raghav Prem Sehgal India •

Omer Vehbi Seven Turkey •

Princep Shah Nepal •

Prasiddha Shakya Nepal •

Rojina Shrestha Nepal •

Safal Shrestha Nepal •

Rojan Shrestha Nepal •

Abdulai Gad Swaray Sierra Leone •

Sagar Thapa Nepal •

Binayak Thapa Nepal •

Abhinav Thapaliya Nepal •

Talita Tito DaSilva Brazil •

Pragun Ratna Tuladhar Nepal •

Thanuka Dananjaya Deegau Udumulla Arachchilage  
Sri Lanka •

Thanuri Diviyaupthi Dananjana Udumulla Arachilage  
Sri Lanka •

Anupama Upadhyay Nepal ••

Utkarsh Uprety Nepal •

Bahar Uydu Akalin Turkey •

Marie-Fleur Van den Heuvel Netherlands •

Nikita Zabotin Russia •

@ Ramapo College 2016 - 2017

Biochemistry
Bioinformatics
Biology
Business Administration
Chemistry
Communication Arts

Computer Science
Economics
Engineering Physics
Environmental Science
Environmental Studies
Finance

Information Technology 
Management

International Business
International Studies
Law and Society
Liberal Studies

Literature
Marketing
Masters in Educational 

Technology
Management
Mathematics

Music
Nursing
Psychology
Sociology
Theater
Undeclared

KEY FOR MAJORS:
••••••

••••••

•
••••

•••
••

••••••
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reflections from ABROAD

I took two classes while studying abroad 
in Rome for Summer Session I, both of 
which offered a unique perspective of 
the country that became my home for six 
weeks. As an art major, I was thrilled to 
be taking a course titled, “Drawing: The 
Rome Sketchbook.” This class was exactly 
what the name stated: twice a week 
we would meet at different museums, 
monuments, and beautiful places around 
Rome to sketch what we saw. I remember 
ǣŸŘ ȴǏǗǣ őĬȉ ƩŰ ŊƓĬǗǗ ȃŘ ƜŘǣ Žƞ ǣŸŘ 
classroom and then ventured around the 
corner to a bridge adorned with classical 
sculptures. As I sat and sketched, I had 
numerous tourists take pictures of me 
and my artwork and try to converse 
with me in their native languages. It was 

truly an unforgettable memory from 
âƩƜŘʋ qǣ ȃĬǗ ĬƓǗƩ ŰǫƓȴƓƓŽƞű ǣƩ ŉŘ ĬŉƓŘ ǣƩ 
visualize sculptures, like the Ecstasy of 
Saint Teresa, or paintings like the Sistine 
Chapel, that I’ve learned about in my art 
history courses. 

My other class was “Rome: the Modern 
City.” This course title was interesting 
to me because Rome is very much an 
ancient city, boasting its ruins in the 
Roman forum and ancient architecture 
like the Colosseum. However, this class 
became so important for me to truly 
understand the place I was staying. In this 
course, we again ventured throughout 
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reflections from ABROAD

 ¡Hola! My name is Dayra Cerda and 
I am a senior majoring in Business 
Administration, concentrating in 
Marketing. During the summer of 2016, I 
set off on the adventure I always wanted. 
Studying abroad in Barcelona, Spain, 
ȃĬǗ ǣǏǫƓȉ ǣŸŘ ŰǫƓȴƓƓƜŘƞǣ ƩŰ Ĭ őǏŘĬƜʋ 
During my time there, I lived with a host 
family that cooked delicious Spanish food 
and made me feel like I was at home. I 
studied with International Studies Abroad 
(ISA) and was a student in Universidad 
Autónoma de Barcelona. I was enrolled in 
two classes, which were very interesting. 
Barcelona is a great city with beautiful 

beaches, delicious food, fun nightclubs 
and friendly people. There was always 
something to do in Barcelona, from 
visiting Antonio Gaudi’s mosaic buildings 
to attending music festivals, shops, bars 
and restaurants. On the weekends, I 
traveled to Paris and Switzerland and 
many cities around Spain, including Costa 
Brava, Girona and Sitges. When deciding 
to study abroad, my biggest concern was 
ȴƞĬƞŊŽĬƓ ĬŽőʋ lƩȃŘȂŘǏʆ ȃŽǣŸ ǣŸŘ ŸŘƓǌ ƩŰ 
study abroad scholarships I was able to 
ƜĬƐŘ Ɯȉ ƍƩǫǏƞŘȉ ŊƩƜŘ ǣǏǫŘʋ !Ǘ Ĭƞ ƩŰȴŊŽĬƓ 
Global Roadrunner, I encourage everyone 
to study abroad even if it’s for a couple of 
weeks or even a whole year! I have made 
memories and new friends from all over 
the globe to last me a lifetime and I will 
cherish it forever. ¡Vale!

Sitting in Park Guell overlooking the large expanse of 
Barcelona

DAYRA CERDA ’17
Barcelona, Spain
ISA / Universidad Autónoma 

de Barcelona
Summer 2016

{ Journey COME TRUE
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reflections from ABROAD

ALYSSA DEL TURCO ’18
St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands
University of the Virgin Islands, St. Croix
Spring 2016{ 

Left to right:  1. First performance with UVI dance team  //  2. Floating at a St. John beach  //  3. UVI Welcome sign

I am a junior psychology major at 
Ramapo. I spent last semester at the 
University of the Virgin Islands, St. Croix 
campus, through the National Student 
Exchange program. I was blessed with the 
opportunity to have this experience at very 
little extra cost once all of my academic 
scholarships and student loans were 
applied by choosing the plan B payment 
ƩǌǣŽƩƞʋ ÷ŸŘ ĬƜĬȓŽƞű Ĭƞő ƓŽŰŘʞŊŸĬƞűŽƞű 
experiences I had in my four months on 
that island are completely indescribable, 
but I’ll do my best to share the highlights 
of my trip in hopes of inspiring others to 
take the journey of their dreams.

From lush green mountains and the 
tropical rainforest to clear turquoise water 
and sparkling white beaches, there was 
a cultural element to St. Croix that taught 
me more about our world than any class 
or seminar. Although there were not many 
stores or commodities, and the things 
we often take for granted were harder 
ǣƩ ŊƩƜŘ ŉȉʆ ǣŸŘǏŘ ȃĬǗ Ĭ ŊƩƜƜǫƞŽǣȉʞƓŽƐŘ 
friendliness to the island that connected 
all the islanders and kept spirits high. The 
locals greet one another every time they 
cross paths with “good mahnin,” “good 
aftahnoon,” and they seem to genuinely 
care for each other. There is a radiant 
warmth to the everyday atmosphere that 
made me feel comfortable and at ease. 

The University I stayed at had a lovely, 
ĬŽǏʞŊƩƞőŽǣŽƩƞŘő ǗǌŽǏŽǣǫĬƓŽǣȉ ǏƩƩƜ ȃŽǣŸ Ĭ 
ŉŘĬǫǣŽŰǫƓ ȂŽŘȃ ƩŰ ǣŸŘ ǌĬƓƜ ǣǏŘŘʞƓŽƞŘő őǏŽȂŘ 
up to campus. I spent countless hours 
ƩŰ ǌŘĬŊŘ Ĭƞő ǌǫǏŽȴŊĬǣŽƩƞ Žƞ ǣŸĬǣ ǏƩƩƜʋ 
I also shared a room with a local who 
brought me to her home on Easter for 
classic Caribbean church and cuisine. The 
countless special connections and lifetime 
friends I made in that magical place will 
stay with me always.

In addition to spending free time at the 
beach, I participated in several other 
activities on St. Croix such as volunteering 
at the local animal shelter, working 
with the Woman’s Coalition to develop 
a program against domestic violence, 
participating in the LGBT pride march on 
the “day of silence,” and even joining the 
University dance team! I was worried at 
ȴǏǗǣ ĬŉƩǫǣ ŉŘŽƞű Ĭƞ ƩǫǣŊĬǗǣʆ ŉǫǣ ĬƓƓ ǣŸŘ 
girls were so welcoming and helpful and 
made me feel so at home. I also enjoyed 
many cultural festivities unique to the 
Virgin Islands such as the agricultural fair, 
“Jump Up” cultural celebration, St. Patrick’s 
Day parade, and St. Thomas Carnival. 
All of these events consisted of people 
ȴƓƓŽƞű ǣŸŘ ǗǣǏŘŘǣǗ ȃŽǣŸ ŊŘƓŘŉǏĬǣƩǏȉ ƜǫǗŽŊʆ 
Caribbean food trucks, vendors, parties 
and fun. 

MY EXPERIENCE Abroad

I learned many lessons about our world 
during my time on St. Croix, but I also 
learned valuable things about myself and 
my path along the way. Living in a place 
where bugs are inescapable; there is no 
Walmart or Wawa or Starbucks; clean 
water and air conditioning are luxuries; 
your bedroom wall is made up of several 
screens with shutters; and “life essentials" 
ĬǏŘ őŽŰȴŊǫƓǣ ǣƩ ŊƩƜŘ ŉȉʋ ÷ŸŽǗ ǣĬǫűŸǣ ƜŘ 
to appreciate the little things many of us 
take for granted in our country. Ultimately, 
the main lessons I took from living on 
an island for four months were to allow 
things to simply exist as they are, to 
collect experiences instead of things, and 
to realize that we don’t always need the 
things we think we need. I also learned 
to surrender and let go of things beyond 
my control, to balance on the constantly 
shifting sand under my feet, and to ride 
on top of the waves of whatever happens 
around me rather than letting them suck 
me under. I have never felt so loved and 
at home in such a short period of time 
as I did on St. Croix. I fell in love with my 
NSE experience so much that I will be 
returning to UVI for another semester 
in the spring. NSE has expanded my 
boundaries and altered my perspective 
on life in the most profound way. If you 
are thinking about studying abroad or 
participating in an exchange program, I 
ȃƩǫƓő őŘȴƞŽǣŘƓȉ ĬőȂŽǗŘ ȉƩǫ ǣƩ ȂŽǗŽǣ ǣŸŘ 
Ǘǣǫőȉ ĬŉǏƩĬő ƩŰȴŊŘʆ ǗŘŘƐ Ʃǫǣ ȃŸĬǣŘȂŘǏ 
opportunities await you, and live out your 
dream. As Ray Bradbury once said, “Stuff 
your eyes with wonder, live as if you’d 
drop dead in ten seconds. See the world. 
It’s more fantastic than any dream made 
or paid for in factories.”
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reflections from ABROAD

CECILE CARTY ’17
Rome, Italy
John Cabot University
Summer 2016{ 

I spent most of my time at Ramapo 
dreaming of one day studying abroad. 
I often would get discouraged, thinking 
it would never be a possibility for me. 
But ultimately everything worked out 
for the best and I was able to spend a 
month in the summer studying abroad 
in Rome and it was one of the most 
unforgettable moments of my life. 

q ȃĬǗ ƞŘǏȂƩǫǗ ŉŘŰƩǏŘ Ɯȉ ǣǏŽǌʞʞq őƩ ƞƩǣ 
speak Italian and I thought that it would 
ŉŘ őŽŰȴŊǫƓǣ ǣƩ ƩȂŘǏŊƩƜŘ ǣŸŘ ƓĬƞűǫĬűŘ 
ŉĬǏǏŽŘǏʞʞŉǫǣ Žǣ ŘƞőŘő ǫǌ ŉŘŽƞű Ĭ ƓƩǣ ƓŘǗǗ 
challenging than I expected. Many of 
the people in the town of Trastevere 
where I stayed spoke English, but were 
happy to include some Italian when I 
spoke to them so I could learn some 
of the native language. The area is full 
of life, especially at night when people 
are out on the streets taking in the 
local entertainment and restaurants. 
My weekdays consisted of attending 
classes, which I enjoyed with other 
study abroad students from the United 
States as well as Italian and other 
international students. 

All the major monuments such as the 
Colosseum, the Pantheon, Vatican City 
and the Trevi Fountain were in walking 
distance, which made exploring a 
pleasure. I loved learning about Roman 
history and art, which I found at every 
turn! Before going abroad, one of my 
goals was to volunteer while I was in 
Rome. I had the opportunity to do so 
at Casa Internazionale Delle Donne, a 
woman’s shelter where I taught English 
to a group of women of various ages. 
That was probably one of my favorite 
things. The women were great and I 
was so happy that I was able to help 
them learn. 

One of the main reasons students 
hesitate to study abroad is cost. I almost 
let that stop me but I pushed through. in 
fact, my sister asked me when I would 
ever get an opportunity like this again 
and I realized she was right! If I did not 
take the leap I ultimately would regret it. 
It was an amazing experience that I will 
treasure always. Now that I am back 
home I am constantly thinking about my 
experience and how much I cannot wait 
to go back. Hopefully, I will. 

ADVENTURE OF A  Lifetime

Clockwise: 1. Spent the 
day navigating around 
Vatican City  //  2. Trevi 
Fountain  //  3. One of the 
orientation activities was 
teaching us to navigate 
around the city and the 
Colosseum was one of 
our stops



Next summer, Ramapo will be 
sponsoring a study abroad 
ǌǏƩűǏĬƜ Žƞ êǫŉʞêĬŸĬǏĬƞ !ŰǏŽŊĬ 
entitled “Ghana: Public Health in 

West Africa”  in partnership with Kwame 
Nkrumah University of Science and 
Technology, or KNUST, in Kumasi, Ghana. 
The program will run from May 14 to 
May 29. Open to students who have an 
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Perillo Tours, established in 1945, is perhaps best 
known for its trips to Italy. The company became 
widely recognized for a series of popular TV ads 

which featured chairman Mario Perillo as “Mr. Italy” 
throughout the 80s and 90s. In recent years, however, 
Perillo Tours has expanded to include “Learning Journeys,” 
which concentrate on travel as a learning experience. The 
Perillo Study Abroad Scholarship builds on this idea by 
helping students cover the costs of going abroad.

The scholarship was started in 2016 by Steve Perillo, the 
company’s third generation CEO, and is administered to 
students by Ben Levy, Ramapo’s Director of International 
Education. In its initial year, four Ramapo students were 
selected as recipients: Nuri Muqsit ’16, Gabrielle Quinones 
’19, Altondra Williams ’16, and Maral Tezcan ’18. Jessica 
Miller ’18 has been named as a recipient for 2017.

The company is noted for making travel an easy and 





Any current student, faculty, 
or alumi is welcome to submit 

an article which discusses 
their reflections, opinions and 

reactions to an international 
experience. Article submissions 
should be limited to 250 words.

 
Photos should be appropriate, 

good quality and portray the 
location you visited.

  
Please complete the form 
accessible with the link at

www.ramapo.edu/international/
multimedia/magazine/submit-
article-for-ramapo-unpacked/

 
If you have any questions, please 

do not hesitate to contact the 
Roukema Center for International 

Education (201) 684-7533 or 
goabroad@ramapo.edu

Would you like to 
be featured in our 

next edition of
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